
Week 20-24/04/2020 

Hello everybody. 

I hope everybody had a nice Easter and that the Easter bunny brought you the most delicious Easter 

egg. Welcome back. I have a menu of work for you. Some things are optional meaning you can do 

them if you want but you don’t have to do them! Remember to get outside and play. Do not worry if 

you don’t get all this work done! 

Spellings: Read the words aloud and learn all the spellings. In the words below, ow has the same 

sound as the ou in cloud. Sometimes ou and ow are called the ‘ouch’ sounds. 

Mon: town, brow, vow, allow 

Tue: clown, crown, drown, power 

Wed: flower, tower, towel, fowl 

Thurs: growl, vowel, crowd, powder 

Optional: You can use a website called www.spellingcity.com to take part in lots of funs activities. All 

you have to do is input your weeks spellings and play the games. Remember this is optional so you 

don’t have to do it! 

Reading: In your school reader I would like you to read the story Da, Sam & Blacky Unit 25 and 

remember read the story twice. Before you read though read the instructions below. 

Mon: Read the title of the story and look at the pictures. Make three predictions about the story in 

your English copy (remember to start a new page, title and date on top just like you do in school).  

Optional (you don’t have to do it): Give your reasons for each prediction. Look up any three red 

words you don’t understand in your dictionary/on line dictionary. Record the word and meaning in 

your English copy. 

Tue: Re-read the story. Think about what Sam and his dad would have seen on their walk in the 

countryside. Close your eyes and imagine (visualise) the walk. Draw a picture of Sam, Dad and Blacky 

walking through the countryside in your English copy anyway you like.  

Wed: Do activities A&B in your reader into your English copy. 

Optional (only if you want to): As you have read through the story, the change in the weather 

matched the change in Sam’s mood. Show how this happened (a few sentences only). 

Thurs: Spend half and hour reading any book you like (just like library time in school). If you can read 

to someone even better even if it’s to your pet or doll! Please record the books you have read while 

you are off school. This can be done on the Book record sheet you have in your folder or on a blank 

sheet of paper. 

Friday: Write a story about anything for 15 minutes only. Set a timer and write about anything you’d 

like to write about eg. A Day in the Countryside with a parent/friend or The Day I Baked my 

Favourite Cake. Anything you like! 

 

Remember to continue with library reading or listen to on line stories. 

http://www.spellingcity.com/


Maths: Congratulations to all those children in my class that are achieving their certificates in 

Mathletics. Quite a few of you have certificates. Well done and continue to nest level certificates. 

Practice tables: addition (Mon), subtraction (Tue), division (Wed) and multiplication (Thurs) by 8.  

Mental Maths: Complete Unit 23, continue (optional) with Mathletics doing any topics you like.  

Time:  Important: Revise and read the clock aloud: hour, half past, a quarter past, a quarter to, 5 

minute jumps (example 5 minutes past, 10 minutes past, 20 past, 20 to), digital time. Check out 

chapter 17 p83-86 in Mathemagic to help you remember what we did. 

Gaeilge:  

Complete unit 18 Ceartlitriú. Learn Irish spellings in the unit each day. Just do a couple of activities 

each day. Don’t do them all at once. Dán – Read aloud and learn one verse per day this week.  

Seáinín 

Tá bata ag Seáinín, 

Tá úlla ar an gcrann, 

“Ó” arsa Seáinín, 

“Ba mhaith liom ceann.” 

 

Chaith sé an bata, 

Suas ar an gcrann, 

Ach tháining an bata, 

Anuas ar a cheann. 

 

Níl Seáinín róshásta, 

Tá úlla ar an gcrann, 

Níl aon rud ag Seáinín, 

Ach pian ina cheann. 

Fóclóir Nua: ba mhaith liom ceann (I’d like one), chaith sé (he threw), anuas (down). 

Learn a new phrase (see below) each day. 

An bhfuil cead agam rialóir a fháil sa siopa? Can I get a ruler in the shop?  

An bhfuil cead agam cóipleabhar sumaí (sums copy) a fháil sa siopa? 

Tá liosta agam. I have a list. 

Déan deifir! (Hurry up) 

Cén praghas atá air? What price is it? 


